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The Rutabaga Rap
Charter for CSA's in the USA AND CANADA
Elizabeth Henderson gives charters
some principles to follow
Food:
Ken tells us the importance of simmer time
and the positive effect it has on cooking
Co-op updates:
An update on our move from the General Manager
A recap of moving day and what to expect from the coop
Advocacy:

How can we make Lake Ontario great again?

GM Musings
An update from Jim DeLuca, General Manager
Jim DeLuca, General Manager

Getting the store open was a major
effort: tons of work and stress. The
staff went above and beyond with
heartfelt effort and I really appreciate
that care. We also got help from
volunteers and vendors. Earth Day’s
grand opening was a big success with
lots of marchers from the old store
to the new. We had speeches by
Mayor Lovely Warren, State Senator
Joe Robach, Assembly Person Harry
Bronson and a representative from
Congresswoman Louise Slaughter’s
office that were heard by about 175
people. Sales were great even though
we were nowhere near ready. Deciding
60 days before Earth Day that we would
have plenty of time to move and open
a couple of weeks before Earth Day
turned out to be troublesome because
there was plenty unfinished.
We still have loose ends to complete
and hope to get the classroom and the
deli seating area done soon. We will be
seeking art to hang in both those areas.
Torin Washington, our new Marketing
Outreach coordinator will be managing
the classes and the art, as well as
getting out into the community to raise
awareness that Abundance is actually
here in the South Wedge.
Personally, I have had a major
education on dealing with construction
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crews. Even though we had a
professional project manager, there
have been and continue to be issues that
need addressing. I am sure that I have
never had to deal with the amount of
stress that this project created. I am
baffled as to why some subcontractors,
to whom we still owe money, tell me
that they will be in tomorrow to fix
something and they don’t show up,
for weeks or never. That means we
have to hire a replacement company
and deduct the amount of the repairs
from the amount owed to the original
subcontractor. I know that this happens
in residential often (I have two friends
who had kitchen renovations that went
months passed the expected completion
date) and now I know from speaking
with other co-op managers that our
experience is typical. I hope you will
extend your understanding as we press
forward to get everything done.
However, the Abundance Board of
Directors, my Chi Gong practice, my
tai chi class, my Mankind Project men’s
group and especially my wife Donna
provided the support I needed to
manage my stress. Since opening, I also
have gotten much appreciation from
owners and shoppers which help make
the effort feel worth it.
We can use your help in getting
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the word out too. It will be great
for everyone to bring in a friend or
two who may not know us from our
historical locations and let them see our
beautiful new store. Also, we are still
adding products and would love to get
your suggestions.
As has been discussed in the Rutabaga
Rap and at Annual Meetings for several
years, we have added some conventional
products to our mix. While there have
been a few negative comments about
that, we have also received several
positive comments. We will watch
what sells and will discontinue what
doesn’t, which is our standard method
of managing the product mix.
I hope that your summer has at
least some hints of what it used to be
like when you were younger and had
the summer off. I had a nice relaxing
sensation one day when I laid down in
my back yard and watched the clouds.
...I felt like life is
about living in the
beautiful moment
without worrying
about what needs
doing.

Be Well.

-Jim DeLuca

new and improved
Thank you to all who have
followed our progress and continue
to show support for our everevolving department. Finally, we
have our grab and go, hot bar and
salad bar running at full capacity.
The salad bar is set up to have
a variety of vegetables that are
available daily such as cucumber,
tomatoes, onions, etc., as well as
a handful of rotating products like
seasonal prepared bean and grain
salads, vegetables and fruit. Also,
we offer a variety of salad dressings
ranging from the classic Olive Oil
and Balsamic combo to Annie’s
organic Cow Girl Ranch. We
strive to offer an affordable, mainly

organic, healthy option that can
meet any taste preference.
Our hot bar menu is consistent
of a wide range of cuisines:
Mediterranean, Mexican, American
Southern, Indian, Asian and Classics.
We offer one vegan entrée and one
vegetarian or meat entrée daily
complemented by two or three
sides. We are still experimenting
with our recipes and adjusting
them appropriately to meet our
standards.
Sunday is the fun day in the deli.
We serve our Sunday brunch that is
made up of sweet and savory items.
We offer vegan and vegetarian
options such as egg frittata, tofu
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scramble, oatmeal bake and freshly
baked croissants.
The hot bar and salad bar hours
are Monday thru Friday 11AM to
7PM, Saturday 11AM to 6PM and
Sunday 11AM to 4PM. The prices
for the salad bar and hot bar are
both $8.99 per pound. We are
fortunate to be able to offer healthy,
local, organic and sustainable items
on a daily basis. We look forward
to serving our community with
ethically produced food seven days
a week.
-Juli Barrette
Abundance Deli Manager
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Tree Free Greeting Cards
"the Most environmentally friendly greeting card company. "

When you come in to Abundance-Look up! The beautiful blue in our ceiling is inspired from a color in one of
our Greeting cards! Our Tree Free Greeting cards are back and fully stocked! Come in to peruse and purchase
a birthday card or a card just saying thank you! We have an entire array of new cards and designs in Tree Free's
unique style, beautiful colors and as always--their supreme attention to our environment in their Tree Free
creations! And remember to look up!
Written by Barbara Guzik

Samuel H. Nelson, Ph. D.
Certified Feldenkrais® Practitioner
Awareness Through Movement® Classes
Functional Integration® Lessons
1501 East Avenue
Suite 108
Rochester, NY 14610
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(585) 271-5296
samnel@aol.com

KEN'S KOOKERY:
“Simmer Time, and the Livin' is Easy…”
I had quick-dined a couple nights with the help of Tasty Bite's yummy Paneer Makhani,
and the Kashmir Spinach (also with chunklets of paneer), in microwave pouches. Though
not a paneer (Indian cheese) fan generally, I did kind of like the "Tasty Bite" paneer. But I
have digressed.
Next time I cruised that aisle, my eyeball misfired and landed the next shelf up.
Grabbing a jar of Maya Kaimal Kashmiri Curry, plucking up a box of Olivia's Organic Baby
Spinach, and then snagging a thingy of... The evil thought of the moment had been -- I can
do better than "Tasty Bite" easy-peasy! The snag was paneer. The co-op doesn't carry
plain paneer, though it sells the ingredients (milk and lemon juice). But if I made it, I'd
have to write about it, and, well, eat it. Okay, maybe it isn't so bad, maybe I could pretend
to like it for the good readers. But I wimped out and went to the cheese cave and got feta.
Feta is a whole 'nother beast. Comes from one, that is. Made from goat milk: 3 points.
Tangy and salty: 2 points. I don't have to make it: 1 point. Paneer's score? Zero points.
Feta wins (Applause and cheering)!
1 jar Maya Kaimal curry or masala
1 pinch of whole coriander seed
½ box Olivia baby spinach
½ block of Mt. Vikos feta
Empty the sauce into your pan, and heat. Add coriander seeds. The pinch should be
a 3-or-4-finger pinch, because a 2-finger pinch will be only about 5 seeds. Add spinach,
simmer, and stir. Serve over angel hair pasta or buckwheat noodles. Crumble feta on top,
or simmer in the sauce for the last 2 minutes. Serves 3.
The simmer sauces are also deee-licious for making corn tortilla mini-pizzas. Spread a
spoonful or two of sauce on each tortilla, sprinkle grated mozzarella/provolone, crumble
thyme and oregano on top, and bake.
Note that Maia Kaimal calls the Madras Curry "spicy" and the other three flavors "mild".
Only the Tikka Masala is really mild. The Butter Masala and the Kashmiri Curry taste
medium-spicy to people with sensitive tongues.
“...Goats are jumpin' and the spinach is high!“

WRITTEN BY KENNETH RICH
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SUGARING AT BLUE HERON FARM
We are recently back from a weekend
of maple-sugaring at Blue Heron Farm
in DeKalb Junction, NY. It has been
a good year for maple syrup because
the cold snaps have slowed the season
down. Maple sap needs crisply cold
nights followed by days slightly above
freezing in order to flow at its best. If
it stays above freezing at night, the sap
runs faster and faster and soon takes on
a greenish tinge. This cooks up into the
stinking brown sweetness of "bakinggrade" maple, and then the season is
over.
We trudge behind the tractor, then
fan out into the woods to empty the
pails into our large plastic buckets. Half
the sap is still frozen from the night
before and must be left for a warmer
day, less it ice up the works. We dump
the buckets into the tank on wheels
behind the tractor, then move on to the
another part of the sugar-bush.
The hills are situated so that half of
the crop flows by gravity through plastic
tubing into the tank at the sugar shack.
The other half lies downhill from the
evaporator and must still be gathered
by hand. The steamy camaraderie of the
sugar shack late at night is as much of a
reward as the sweet syrup itself.
Tragedy has struck the farm. The
coyotes didn't get any lambs yet this
year, but the border collie resident on
the farm has so far killed five! There is
no hope once they get a taste of blood.
Likewise the two young sheepdogs were
raised around loving humans and never
had a chance to learn to bond with the
sheep like they ought to. These dogs
have been spoiled by modern American
pet practices and have no future on a
working farm. Bryan the farmer must
make do with his old and arthritic
sheepdog who at least tries to keep the
coyotes at bay.
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Jay T. Stratton

If you are passing through the
North Country and feel you could
provide a good home for a border
collie or sheepdog, please contact
Bryan Thompson of Blue Heron Farm
in DeKalb Junction. Otherwise these
pets will be turned over to the untender
mercies of "the shelter" at some time
in the near future. The second crop of
lambs will be arriving soon.
A few Canadians have come from
Ottawa and Toronto to get touch
with their Canadianism. As you
might expect for these people with a
maple leaf on their flag, it's a matter
of mystical communion to spend a
few hours in the snow in the woods
lugging heavy buckets of sap. It's too
bad that Americans as a whole lack this
communal work ethic with such sweet
rewards.
The news from Canada is bad but
the disagreeable part begins at the
border. It seems that a whole new crop
of disagreeable border guards has been
hired. I heard tales of those whose
lap-tops held anti-Trump postings on
social media being denied entrance
to America. So much for freedom of
expression! Besides, aliens are not
entitled to those rights which we
Americans enjoy and take for granted,
are they? At times like these I feel
blessed not to have a computer.
With zero degree temperatures and
swirling snows, it may be hard to see
the maple sap run as a sign of spring,
but that is surely what it is. The maples
are continuing to follow their original
instructions, as the Iroquois say. Are
we? Spring (and Summer) is so much
more than merely the chance to wear
tank-tops and sunglasses.

Fair Trade Gifts
for All Special Occasions!

ONE WORLD GOODS
Accent your Life. Empower Another’s.
HOURS: M-Th 10-7, F-Sat 10-9, Sun 12-5
Pittsford Plaza • 387-0070
www.owgoods.org
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ADVOCACY:

Plan: 2014
The Blame
Game
By Jack Spula

Lake Ontario had a 10-inch rise in surface level by midApril -- an added 1.6 trillion gallons that swept away beaches,
submerged marshes and battered shoreline properties. But
the real story was downstream, near Montreal. Flooding has
been especially serious where the Ottawa and St. Lawrence
rivers merge, with nearly 2,000 homes evacuated at one
point. Around here, sandbagging has become a rite of passage.
As lakeside residents fortify defenses against the water,
parochial interests are threatening progress in Lake
Ontario and Great Lakes environmental policy-making. One
threat is against “Plan 2014,” developed by the International
Joint Commission over 16-plus years to “provide for more
natural variations of water levels of Lake Ontario and the St.
Lawrence River that are needed to restore ecosystem health”
(http://www.ijc.org/en_/Plan2014/home).
Plan 2014 is a much-needed replacement for a plan used
since the 1950s, when newly-constructed dams and locks on
the St. Lawrence led to controls designed to benefit shipping,
recreation, hydro-power, lakeside commercial and residential
development, and more. The old plan kept lake levels within
a narrow range to support human activity, but this ended up
degrading the lake’s riparian and wetland ecosystems. Recent
research has shown a wider range can help restore these
ecosystems.
An IJC backgrounder explains: “Cycles of high and low
water levels create diverse wetland vegetation... Occasional
high water levels reduce invasion of upland woody plants...
Occasional periods of sustained low water levels allow
seeds in the lake bed to germinate... Low lake levels also

suppress invasion of meadow marsh by moisture-requiring
cattails... [Wider-ranging levels] are the driving force that
determines the overall diversity and condition of wetland
plant communities and the habitats... for a multitude
of invertebrates, amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds, and
mammals.”Homeowners or marina operators, faced with
high water, understandably lash out at Plan 2014. But some
public officials are piling on, proclaiming the plan is fatally
flawed, despite ample evidence to the contrary. Gov. Andrew
Cuomo now has joined South Shore interests in opposing Plan
2014. But Rep. Elise Stefanik, whose district includes the St.
Lawrence Valley, supports the plan.
Scientists and regulators say Plan 2014 definitely is not at
fault. They point to extraordinarily heavy precipitation in the
Lake Ontario and Ottawa and St. Lawrence river watersheds.
“Lake and river levels would have been nearly identical this
year under the previous regulation plan,” says the IJC. Note
too that Plan 2014, despite its title, didn’t even come into
effect till January 2017. Still, the IJC, established in 1909 under
the bi-national Boundary Waters Treaty, is feeling some heat.
Rep. Chris Collins has asked Pres. Trump for assistance in
retooling the commission and withdrawing from Plan 2014.
Rep. Stefanik, though, has shown real environmental concern
(see https://www.americanrivers.org/2016/07/plan-2014protecting-natural-treasures/). Plan 2014 needs our support.
It’s surely not something to blame when the water rises - it's
the first step in, well, "Making Lake Ontario Great Again.
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Originally written for Sierra Club EcoLogue
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AGRICULTURE:

Charter for CSA's in
the USA AND CANADA
Elizabeth Henderson is the author of Sharing the Harvest:
A Citizen's Guide to Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA). She formerly farmed at Peacework Farm, a CSA in
Newark, New York.

I

ndividual Community Supported
Agriculture projects (CSAs) and CSA
networks around the country are
standing together as a community
to define what CSA signifies. Similar
to what happened in Japan after 30
years of Teikei, CSA in the US is facing
something of a crisis. Across the
country, CSAs that had waiting lists are
having trouble finding enough members.
Taking a clue from the rapid growth of
CSAs in new areas of the world (France,
UK, all of Europe, China), we are
adopting a CSA Charter that clarifies
what CSA is all about. Together,
regional networks and independent
CSAs launched the Charter on CSA
Sign-up Day, February 24, 2017 as a
way to attract public attention and,
hopefully, inspire many new people to
join CSAs. The CSAs that endorse the
Charter are posting it on their websites
along with a logo that identifies them
as charter endorsers. In doing this, the
CSAs commit to upholding the values of
the Charter.
Flashback: In February 1979, a
tractorcade of 6,000 farmers tied up
traffic in Washington, D.C. to protest
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farm policy that ended parity, the pricing
system that had linked farm prices
to the costs of other sectors of the
economy. The deepening farm crisis of
the 1980s accelerated the loss of familyscale farms. Developers were grabbing
up farmland at the rate of many acres a
day. In face of the grim reality that small
and mid-sized, family-scale community
based farming could disappear
completely in the US, people who
wanted to farm and support farms had
to invent creative alternatives – that is
how Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) was born.
In the South, Booker T. Whatley
researched and taught farmers “How
to Make $100,000 from a 25 Acre
Farm.” Inspired by Swiss and German
examples, Robyn Van En and Trauger
Groh, Anthony Graham and Lincoln
Geiger established the first CSA farms
in the US in 1986, Indian Line Farm
and Temple-Wilton Community Farm.
Robyn became CSA’s Johnny Appleseed,
spreading the concept at Biodynamic
and Organic conferences across the
country. In 2017, there are over 7300
CSAs in the US.
During the winter of 1988-89 in the
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Rochester area, Alison Clarke and a
few other food activists, worked with
me and my farm to launch what is today
known as Peacework Organic CSA and
has its main pick-up at Abundance. In its
29th season, Peacework is one of the
oldest continuously existing CSAs in the
country.
At the 1993 New York State CSA
Gathering in Syracuse, I shared my
thoughts on the significance of CSA as
an antidote to the dominant industrial
food system: “We need to take our
work more seriously. We have the
chance to build the food system that will
replace the current one. CSA is an idea
– a tremendously flexible concept for a
new consumer-farmer connection, an
alternative system of distribution based
on community values. The economics
of direct sales make this a win-win
solution for farmers and consumers.
The farmer gets a decent price and
the consumer pays less, since there
is no middleman. For the farmer, the
CSA offers the possibility of a broad
support group of people who genuinely
care about the farm’s survival and who
are willing to share the farmer’s risks.
Consumers have the opportunity to

The farmer gets a decent price and
the consumer pays less, since there
is no middleman. For the farmer, the
CSA offers the possibility of a broad
support group of people who genuinely
care about the farm’s survival and who
are willing to share the farmer’s risks.
Consumers have the opportunity to
connect with the earth, know and
trust the people who grow their food
and support the local economy and to
transform themselves into the much
more meaningful and empowered stance
people who are taking responsibility for
one of the most basic needs of a human
being.”
An endorser of the CSA Charter,
Peacework Organic CSA and
Abundance practice the 6th principle
of Cooperatives, cooperation among
cooperatives; the stores hosts the
weekly share pick up. New members
are welcome – www.peaceworkcsa.org.

The CSA Charter
It is up to each CSA farm
and its community to build
a model that suits them
best and to manually
ensure that the CSA
upholds the principles of
this charter.

1.
2.

Farm members buy directly
from the farm or group of farms. There
is no middleman.

The farm provides member
families with high quality, healthy,
nutrient-dense, fresh and preserved,
local and low fossil-fuel food or fiber,
filling the share primarily with products
grown on the farm or, if purchased from
other farms, clearly identified as to
origin.

3.

Farm members commit
to the CSA, sharing the bounty and the
risks of farming by signing an agreement
with the CSA and paying some part in
advance, even as little as two weeks for
those on Food Stamps.

4.

The farm nurtures
biodiversity through healthy production
that is adapted to the rhythm of the
seasons and is respectful of the natural
environment, of cultural heritage, and
that builds healthy soils, restores soil
carbon, conserves water and minimizes
pollution of soil, air and water.

WRITE FOR THE
RAP!
Now accepting
submissions for the
AUTUMN ISSUE.
Deadline:
SEPTEMBER 8TH
Email your ideas to
marketing@abundance.coop

5.

Farmers and members
commit to good faith efforts for
continuous development of mutual trust
and understanding, and to solidarity and
responsibility for one another as coproducers.

6.

Farm members respect the
connection with the land upon which
the CSA grows their food and strive
to learn more and to understand the
nature of growing food in their locale.

7.

Farmers practice safe-handling
procedures to ensure that the produce
is safe to eat and at its freshest, tastiest,
and most nutritious.

8.

CSA prices reflect a fair
balance between the farmers’ needs
to cover costs of production and pay
living wages to themselves and all
farm workers so that they can live in a
dignified manner, and members’ needs
for food that is accessible and affordable.
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9.

Farmers consult with
members, take their preferences into
account when deciding what crops to
grow and communicate regularly about
the realities of the farm.

10.

Farm members commit
to cooperation with the community
of members and to fulfill their
commitments to the CSA.

11.
12.

Farmers commit to using
locally adapted seeds and breeds to the
greatest extent possible.

The CSA seeks paths
to social inclusiveness to enable the less
well-off to access high quality food and
commits to growing the CSA movement
through increasing the number of CSAs
and collaboration among them.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Live your life to the fullest...
Learn how
acupuncture
can help you.

Vicki Snyder & Jim Young

SPIRIT CRYSTAL
CONNECTIONS
Selling Unique Crystals,
Huge Selection of Angel Cards,
Readings, Reiki/IET Healing &
Classes!

Cont act us
today f or a f ree
consult ation!

714 University Avenue
Roc., NY 14607
spiritcrystalconnections@gmail.com

585 461-2669
Acupuncture-Rochester.com
NOW AVAILABLE ON AMAZON
AND BARNES & NOBLE
[part one of a trilogy] by Abundance
Co-Op shareholder Ian D. Spier,
“Honor Must Prevail”, set in a 16th
century parallel Earth, full of magic,
machinery, Elves, Wizards, centaurs,
Dragons, an evil cult and a criminal
empire plotting world domination.
IONIC DETOX FOOT BATH
• Remove toxins, free radicals and
body waste products that cause health
problems
• Raises pH levels.
• Inactivate viruses, bacteria, yeast and
fungus
• Enhance nutrient absorption
$30 / 30 min
By Appointment 585-663-6454
Healthy Alternatives Wellness Center,
458 Stone Rd, Rochester, 14616
NEW ONLINE MAGAZINE
New Metaphysical Community On-Line
Magazine to enlighten and inform.
www.rocmetaphysical.com
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WANT TO GROW YOUR OWN
FOOD?
Need some help getting started? Learn
easy growing methods. Find hidden
growing spaces. Maximize production.
Call today for mentoring, classes, free
meetups, & private consultations about
Permaculture, Edible forest gardening,
Homesteading, Ecological gardening,
Edible landscaping, and more.
Patty Love, MALS, PDC.
patty@barefootpermaculture.com
585-506-6505,
www.barefootpermaculture.com
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Currently Wellness Center
Variety of uses include retail, office and
residential, zoned DMU commercial
Great for family and small business, 4
Bedrooms on second floor
Some hardwood floors, fenced yard. 6
car parking.
Currently leasing? Consider owning &
build equity. 1,866 sq/ft
$119,900, Greece 585-787-6954
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WANT TO
SUBMIT
A CLASSIFIED?
Up to 50 words. $5 for nonshareholders and free for
shareholders. Send your ad to
marketing@abundance.coop.

Questions for Max Max Giannini
When/why did I get involved
in Abundance?
At the age of 24, in 2013, I moved back to
Rochester. I was fond of the food co-op
at the University of Maryland (my Alma
Mater) so I quickly gravitated towards
Abundance. In 2015 I started my three
year term on the Board. I was interested
in joining the board because of the real
estate aspect of opening the new store
and also for broader reasons of wanting to
set some roots in my hometown (I grew
up in Brighton and now live in the City).

How was the process of opening the new store?
All real estate deals of this size are a lot of work but there were many reasons why
this one was particularly complex. For starters we re-purposed an old building
(originally built by Kodak). This means that there was both a demolition and
construction to consider. The design of the store had to take into consideration
all of the constraints of the existing building such as the footprint, parking areas
and entrances. Because we are leasing the building there was an added layer of
negotiating that had to go on between us and the landlord to make sure everyone
was following the lease we signed. Financing the project is trickier because there
is less collateral to offer the bank. We do not own the building so we only have
inventory and equipment to offer as collateral, which is not nearly as valuable in the
eyes of the bank.inventory and equipment to offer as collateral, which is not nearly
as valuable in the eyes of the bank.

are you interested in real estate?
My Dad has been in real estate development
and management for his entire working life
so I have always been close to it. When I
moved back to Rochester my brother and
I started our own real estate property
management and investing company. We
work primarily on residential properties
in the Park Avenue and Beechwood
neighborhoods. I had never worked on a
deal like this so I was eager to learn and

Facts about the new store?

The building is 13,250 sq ft. For comparison the old store was 7500 sq ft. Harts
is around 20,000 and East Avenue Wegmans 80,000. We have signed a 10 year
lease with three 5 year options. This means that we have the right to extend our
lease past the initial 10 years in 5 year increments with rent increases already
negotiated. We moved into Marshall Street in April of 2001 so we will have spent
16 years at that location.

have you enjoyed being on the board?
It has been a nice mix of fun, educational and
stressful times. I have enjoyed getting to know
my fellow board members. It is an eclectic mix
of people who share a passion for good food and
cooperative economics. I have learned a lot both
through the monthly meetings as well as the food
co-op conference that I was able to attend this past
summer. There has definitely been some stress
involved with the move. It took years of searching
and negotiating before we committed to the new
South Avenue location. There was quite a bit of
fatigue on the board and management level before
we even began the process of building and opening
the new store. Jim and many of our current board
members were involved during the process from
start to finish and showed a lot of spirit keeping a
level head throughout the project.

what are you looking foward to?

The new store will have considerably more product variety both in the
organic realm as well as a substantial expansion in conventional goods. This
will help the store serve as a neighborhood store. Had we stuck to our
purest organic, vegan-centric roots we might have lost the interest of those
in the neighborhood, whose business we need to have a viable store. I am
also looking forward to an enhanced cafe experience. With an expanded
prepared food selection and both indoor and outdoor seating I think I will
be enjoying many a lunch there.forward to an enhanced cafe experience.
With an expanded prepared food selection and both indoor and outdoor
seating I think I will be enjoying many a lunch there.

what's next?

We have control of the lot at the corner of Hamilton and South. While we
are restricted from building anything permanent on the site there has been
a lot of discussion about uses such as gardening or expanded seating space.
We are hoping to gather ideas from shoppers once the store is open. Also
once we are settled into the new store it will be interesting to look into the
feasibility of opening more locations.

plug for joining the board?

Yes I do! We are always looking for people who are interested in joining
the board. Meetings are open to all shareholders and our meeting location
is getting a big upgrade as it will now be at the community room of the
new store (as opposed to the basement of the old store). We hope some
members will be excited about the new store and will come check out some
board meetings to see what they are all about.
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From the Editors of E - The Environmental Magazine

Dear EarthTalk: What are some
ways people are using games to help
reduce their carbon footprints?
-- Leah McNeil, Colchester, CT
Environmental advocates and
organizations are increasingly
employing gamification—defined by
Merriam-Webster as “the process of
adding games or game-like elements
to something...so as to encourage
participation”—to get people to learn
about environmental problems and
take action to reduce their carbon
footprints and overall impact.
To wit, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration,
Ecoresearch.net and the DecareboNet
research project have partnered on
a “game” called Climate Challenge
that gets everyday people to pit their
predictions about climate change
and its effects against the opinions of
experts around the world in an effort
to see if the “wisdom of the crowd”
can come up with answers faster
than the experts alone.
Players are encouraged to research
answers to questions about things
like annual Arctic Sea Ice minimum
coverage or the monthly average
global surface temperature before
submitting their answers. According
to Climate Challenge creators, it’s
not cheating to research to find the
best answers; indeed, it’s the goal.
Players can come back every month
for new questions, and see how they
are doing compared to experts,
friends, and even the collective
“crowd”—and can win prizes by
5
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guessing closest to the actual value
for a given question each month.
Another game focused on educating
people about climate change is
EduCycle, from Finnish game
designer Neste. The free augmented
reality (AR) app encourages players
to design a city’s transportation,
buildings and farms while cutting
greenhouse gas emissions to levels
specified under the 2015 Paris
climate accord. “By simulating
the carbon cycle in real life,” Neste
maintains, “the game teaches kids
and adults about the effects of global
warming.”
Save Ohno is a creative take on
gamification for the sake of the
climate, courtesy of concerned
college student Dylan Husted. The
main character in the free online
game is Ohno, who represents the
player’s great granddaughter and
is impacted by climate change in
the future thanks to our actions
and behaviors today. On the game’s
SaveOhno.org website, players can
see Ohno’s town get destroyed by
extreme weather. But when players
take positive action in the real world,
the conditions in Ohno’s online
(future) town improve accordingly.
Players can improve Ohno’s world
by following tasks suggested within
the game, and can also plug in real
world campaigns and activism they
are involved with to improve Ohno’s
town. “An example 'campaign'
could be a petition to get your local
school to invest in renewables,” says
Husted.
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Meanwhile, World Climate
Simulation is a role-playing exercise
whereby groups can take part
in mock United Nations climate
negotiations and learn what it’s like
to work with others to craft global
environmental policy. The game uses
an interactive computer model that
allows participants to find out how
their proposed policies impact global
climate in real-time. All the tools
and materials for the World Climate
Simulation are available for free and
multiple languages are supported.
CONTACTS: Climate Challenge,
www.ecoresearch.net/climatechallenge; EduCycle, www.neste.
com/preorderthefuture; Save Ohno,
www.saveohno.org; World Climate
Simulation, www.climateinteractive.
org/programs/world-climate.
EarthTalk® is produced by Roddy
Scheer & Doug Moss and is a
registered trademark of the
nonprofit Earth Action Network.
To donate, visit www.earthtalk.
org. Send questions to: question@
earthtalk.org.

AGRICULTURE:

Our Soils are in Trouble and
Organic Farming Can Help

Written By Sarah West

Our soils are declining and the current stats don’t look
good. It takes at least 100 years for one inch of topsoil to
form, while conventional farming – the largest single driver
of soil degradation – damages soil at depths of 1-3 feet. Even
conservative estimates show that North American cropland
is depleting soil at least 10 times faster than it can rebuild
itself. If we continue our current rate of intensive, chemically
dependent farming, we will no longer be able to grow enough
food in order to feed ourselves.
Soil Matters
Soil is so much more than just dirt. When thought of
as a web of interactions rather than a quantifiable thing,
healthy soil can be magical. It is capable of supporting a
million organisms in one teaspoon, where fungal networks
act as conduits (and communicators) between plants, where
chemistry changes into nutrients that become your food.
And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Soil is so complex that
scientists only understand a tiny fraction of how it works. In
fact, many soil scientists refer to the ground beneath us as
“inner space”, likening its mystery and complexity to that of
outer space.
Soil is also delicate. It is nowhere near as indifferent to the
impacts of urban development, natural resource harvesting,
and conventional farming, as its tough exterior may suggest.
While some scientists put soil degradation in the same
human-life-threatening category as climate change, it’s hard
for those of us that aren’t soil scientists to see the causes
and effects. Sure, we can mostly agree that clearcutting and
surface mining damage the soil, but it’s not intuitive to place
things like home construction or tilling in the same category.
What is the State of our Soils?
In their 2015 report Status of the World’s Soil Resources,
the FAO names erosion and carbon release as two of the
most severe soil threats. Another report published in the
journal Sustainability added loss of soil organic matter,
minerals, and nutrients to that list. These disturbing trends
signal danger not only for the environment, but they also
predict less productive farmland, more expensive but less
nutritious food, and – within the next century – less food,
period.

Farming is one of the primary contributors to soil
degradation. Although it is an ancient practice, tilling harms
the soil. Each time we turn soil – breaking up the framework
of connections that billions of organisms have put carefully
into place – we increase erosion, reduce organic matter,
release carbon dioxide, and compromise the soil’s ability to
do the job we need it to do - carry water and nutrients to our
crops. Increasing the range and intensity of our tilling, as we
have in the past 100 years, results in more and more negative
impacts. “Tilling the soil”, states the USDA, “is the equivalent
of an earthquake, hurricane, tornado, and forest fire occurring
simultaneously to the world of soil organisms. Simply stated,
tillage is bad for the soil.”
Chemical fertilizer and pesticide applications (essential to
conventional farming) add insult to injury, with pesticides
further eradicating soil organisms and fertilizers leaving behind
excess nutrients that become pollutants in nearby waterways.
Farming systems that rely on intensive tilling and excessive
chemical applications destroy the soil that feeds them.
EATING OUR WAY BACK TO HEALTHY SOILS
Soil health is the basic tenet of organic farming. When
organic farmers choose to till, they balance the negative
impacts with positive ones. Many organic farmers practice
shallow tilling by working soil no deeper than 3-6 inches,
minimizing the disruption. They incorporate plant, animal, and
mineral based fertilizers that improve the texture and mineral
content of the soil. Above all, they make an annual practice of
replenishing the soil’s organic matter in the form of compost,
manure or cover crops.
Cover cropping – the practice of growing plants intended
to be tilled back into the soil – is perhaps the most important
soil-protecting technique used in organic farming. Not only
does the organic matter they leave behind feed soil organisms,
add nutrients, and increase the water-holding capacity of the
soil, cover crops also prevent erosion. Most commonly used
in winter, cover crops shelter and stabilize soils that would
otherwise be exposed to the damaging forces of wind and
water.
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On the Calendar
SATURDAY, JULY 22ND
Sierra Club's Electric Vehicle Campaign
Native American Dance & Music Festival - 26th annual
The Sierra Club's Electric Vehicle campaign
Join us for this popular festival and experience the incredible diversity of our living
invites the public to attend a public information Native American culture!
session on Zero-Emission electric buses on
@ GANONDAGAN STATE HISTORIC SITE FROM 10AM-6PM
THURSDAY, JULY 13TH AT 5PM
7000 COUNTY ROAD 41, VICTOR, NEW YORK 14564
@ CENTRAL LIBRARY OF
Plus: Iroquois Social Dancers, Storytelling, first juried Hodinöhsö:ni’ Art Show,
ROCHESTER & MONROE COUNTY
fascinating Native American Arts Market, Native foods, "hands-on" fun in the
NY.
Wegmans Family Discovery Tent, free admission to the Seneca Art & Culture
(RUNDEL - KATE GLEASON
Center, guided trail walks, bark longhouse tours, and much more.
THURSDAY JULY 13TH

AUDITORIUM) 115 SOUTH AVE,
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14604
Judah Aber, of EB Start, will explain why
electrification is crucial, what funding and
charging options exist, and how electric buses

• Improving performance

compare to diesel, diesel hybrids and natural
gas buses.

• Changing habits
• Fertility and birth

FRIDAY - WEEKLY MEETINGS

• Wellbeing and outlook

Mindfullness Reading Group
The Midweek Mindfulness Community of the

• Past Life Regression

South Wedge Mission is starting up a weekly

Serving kids, teens and adults.

mindfulness reading group.
@ ABUNDANCE FOOD CO-OP FROM
1:30 - 3:00PM EVERY FRIDAY.
All are welcome, we are an "inter-practice
different stories and belief systems, we share
a common practice together. So bring your

SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 16TH
Rochester Vegfest
SUGGESTED DONATION OF $3-5.
There will be tons of great food, kids
Activities, yoga, art, cooking demos, beauty
products, nonprofits, and much more!
@ DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
MEMORIAL PARK FROM 10AM-6PM
Speakers like: Dr. Tom Campbell, animal rights
activist and photographer Jo-anne
McArthur, bodybuilder Torre Washington,
environmental scientist Bruce Monger
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SUGAR GOT YOU DOWN?

story, and join the conversation!

EAT A COOKIE

community," meaning while we may all have

Blood sugar
levels rise and
fall depending how
a food is digested in
the body. If digested slow
and steady, blood sugar stays
level and muscle stamina
lengthens. If digested quickly, blood
sugar spikes up and crashes quickly.
With that in mind, we use ingredients that
keep blood sugar stable while providing stamina
and a filling, nutritious comfort food: oats, spirulina,
pumpkin seeds, spelt flour and hemp protein.
#eatlikeabadass because being bad tastes so good.
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A message from Judi Bennett

Gardening
Group
Organized

With more lawn and street frontage in the new and very visible
location, we need to step up as members and keep our Coop
beautiful and inviting. A small group of volunteers has begun
planting, weeding, watering and mowing – but there is always
more to do.
We have set up a rotation schedule for watering, and would
welcome more help. The South Avenue sidewalk and areas
around the bus stop bench and trees are our responsibility.
BASWA has been providing the water for the flowering plants
on the light poles. This building has been long neglected; now is
the time to change that!

Board Meetings

The Abundance Food
Co-op Board of
Directors meets the
second Thursday of the
month at 6:00 p.m. at
the co-op. All current
co-op owners are
welcome.

If you are interested in joining our group, please contact Torin at
abundancetorin@gmail.com.
CONTACT
571 South Avenue, Rochester, NY 14620
tel: 585-454-2667
mail: marketing@abundance.coop
website: www.abundance.coop
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Paula Hanson
Co-president
Katie Malarkey
Co-president
Maria Coles
Vice President
Max Gianniny
Treasurer
Jon Greenbaum
Beth Garver Beha
Scott Wagner
Karl Abbott

STAFF DIRECTORY
General Manager
Jim DeLuca

Administrative
Debbie Loo Anderson, Financial Manager
Francis Barrow, POS Coordinator
Richard Rowley, Financial Assistant
Richard Sauvain, IT Coordinator
Center Store
Kathy Peters, Merchandising Manager
Diane Banks, Bulk, Refrigerated & Frozen Foods
Nazareno Runfola, Senior Grocery Buyer
Karl Abbott
Alex Fairchild
Emily Snyziek
Stephen Standhart
Deli
Juli Barrette, Deli Manager & Cheese Buyer
Leah Feldman
Chris Reynolds
Bonnie Guillotine
Chris Fitch
Front End
Jill Alcorn, Front End Manager
Payton Marovich, Front End Supervisor
Shealyn Rapp
Richard Rowley
Marketing
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Torin Washington, Marketing Manager
Tahkiah Burrs, Marketing Assistant/ Graphic Designer
Produce
Caitlin Holcombe, Produce Manager
Saqrah Houck
Tahkiah Burrs
Mick Behan
Newsletter editorial team:
Margie Campaigne, Co-editor & Advertising; Tahkiah Burrs,
Co-editor & Design & Torin Washington, Co-editor
The Rutabaga Rap is Abundance Food Co-op's quarterly
newsletter. With articles, notes, and recipes, we explore
the food, values, and way of life that matter most to our cooperative community.
Cover photo: Taken by Stan F - The Photoinator

© Abundance Food Co-op 2016
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openskyyoga.com
Carla Anselm
Michael Amy
Becky Lyons
Rick Lynch
Heidi Friederich
François Raoult, Director
Mary Aman
Tom Battley

Yoga classes. All levels.
200 hour Essential Yoga TEACHER TRAINING begins February 2017.
INTERNATIONAL RETREATS in India, France, Italy and Greece.
Free trial class.

Join us on facebook.com/OpenSky

yogawave@rochester.rr.com

